
World-class innovations, local expertise
Our commitment to world class standards 
has evolved us into utilising highest quality 
profiles and hardware from Germany, and 
top-grade Australian double glazing. This is 
complimented with local customised 
designing, manufacturing capacity, on-the 
filed project support and in-depth 
understanding of the local market and 
environment. Resulting in a significant value 
proposition to any designer, architect, or 
homeowner. 

Seamless project delivery
We take great care and pride in ensuring the 
project’s objectives and milestones are achieved 
through clear communication and accountability 
across the project processe; from design 
consultations, estimations right through to 
installations and beyond. 
Our commercial reputation and great 5 Star client 
reviews being a testimony to our belief in long term 
relations building at all levels of clientele. Our motto 
“Say what you do and do what you say” holds to 
point our day to day interactions in all commitments 
and activities to completion of the project. 
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Why choose Thermotek Windows
for your next project?

One of the leading professional commercial 
suppliers of uPVC Windows and doors in 
Australia. Established 2012, we manufacture 
all our products in Melbourne, Victoria, and 
supply nationally. We are Australian made and 
owned. 
Our long-term strategic partnership with 
Aluplast, Germany has given us access to the 
most updated and innovative upvc profile 
systems in the world.  We take extreme pride 
to customise the global innovations and 
systems for our climate and market. 
Producing Australian Standard certified, 
highly energy efficient Windows & Doors for 
modern sustainable passive designing and 
energy rated projects.  
Our extensive local knowledge and industry 
experience over the last 8 years has paved the 
way to an unwaivered focus and mission to 
make highly superior Windows & Doors 
systems accessible to our homes and projects 
in Australia. Enabling accessible upvc pricing 
and responsive services lead-times. We have a 
great team that is project management and 
field services experienced, fully committed to 
provide you a customised service for your next 
renovation or build projects.



Australian standards and compliance
We are members and comply with the 
regulated standards of upvc Alliance 
Australia, passive house Australia and 
Australian Window Association.

We proudly conform to the national uPVC 
Industry Code of Practice. A regulatory 
standard of commitment we are passionate 
to associate with in the regulation and 
control of uPVC products and operators to 
Australian climate & standards.

Environmental Ownership
The world belongs to future generations! Back in 
2012 we distinctively decided to produce upvc 
and not alumimium windows and doors purely 
due to the environmental friendliness of the 
manufacturing process and 100% recyclability of 
upvc profiles.

Internally our organisation continues to 
Implement environmental policies and recycling 
practices throughout our processes and 
extending our commitment to a greener future 
for generations to come.  
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Consistency of Quality excellence
We certify and quality stamp each & every 
window or door we supply. Our quality 
signoff procedure ensures guaranteed 
delivery of the prescribed products ordered. 
Through the shared commitment of our 
valued suppliers, manufacturing and filed 
services team; we are passionate and 
proudly guarantee the Quality in the 
components, finish, workmanship and 
installation of our products. Our final Quality 
sign-off is always the client’s signature.

Customised solutions is no extra’
Our customised approach to customer care and 
service is only the beginning!

The flexible shaping of upvc profiles has enabled 
versatile designs options for all type of windows and 
doors applications worldwide. Our estimators and 
consultants will work closely with you to customise 
the most cost-effective energy efficient solution for 
your project.

No challenge is too much with a customised 
approach. 


